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ACROSS
1 Where transactions might appear as odd bits of debt written out in full (7)
5 Some prompting needed for this, perhaps (6)
8, 9 Problems going forward, with no tries as a result? (7,2,5)
11 Artist from postmodern state (5)
12 Series of steps coming out of Spooner's freezing cold prison (9)
13 Reverse cut by English opener? (8)
15 Compensate for TV not working (6)
17 Indian food initially served in state in South Pacific (6)
19 Dance with lout, without a fuss (8)
22 Car with common Asian name in Russian city (9)
23 Move that's a bit of a bloomer, say, on reflection (5)
24, 25 Go and fit a large unit, and don't touch the water supply! (5,4,5)
26 It's safe having tungsten in an alloy (6)
27 American adult into a sort of oral stimulation (7)

DOWN
1 School party has got excited during hot belly-dancing (9,4)
2 Over a year rearing daughter in a foreign capital (7)